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This study highlights the significance of incorporating self-efficacy cues into training and its impact on perceived 
employee performance. The study examines the mediating role of self-efficacy beliefs of individuals in the relationship 
between training and employee performance. The population comprises of permanent employees of the banking sector 
of Pakistan. The sample of 384 individuals has been taken for the study. Mediation analysis is performed by using a 
regression analysis method. Results of the study confirmed the proposed relationship with partial mediation. The 
findings of this study shed light on the role of self-efficacy in the performance enhancement of employees through 
training and development. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An increase in work-related issues has enhanced the 
importance of training in the recent past. Training is becoming 
the most demanding investment by the managers, to enhance 
the productivity of the organization. As high level of skills, 
abilities, aptitude, attitude, and knowledge are the demands of 
organizations and so managers focus to identify the talent 
among current human resources who can be equipped with such 
skills by providing training. Such skills help the employees to 
accomplish not only the ordinary tasks but to cater to the unique 
and critical kind of problems. Such skills and behaviors help 
organizations to create competitive advantage and for survival 
(Chiaburu & Lindsay, 2008). Further, the investment in training 
and development is considered as a central strategy to attract 
the competitive pool in an organization. This investment in 
human capital also brings satisfaction to employees and 
increases their capabilities (Bagès & Martinot, 2012). 
Employees are critical for organizations and they spend their 
other resources on upgrading their prime resource of human 
beings. Organizations increase their attraction ability by their 
success and repute so that they can exert a pull on the finest 
human resource. Not only in attracting, hiring, and 
compensation but, also companies nowadays are very 
considerate about upgrading the skills of their human capital. 
Through the help of training and development, the human 
capital is refined, polished, upgraded, and refreshed from time 
to time, so they can meet the necessary challenges. Ability, 
motivation, and situational factors are three basic cues for 
human performance. All of these human perspectives are 
included in the model of performance, which also included a 
new dimension of self-efficacy (Bakar, Ali & Zaki, 2016). This 
is because of the fact that individuals’ actions are motivated by 

their beliefs. Previous literature on this perspective suggests 
that self-efficacy levels must be escalated in order to get better 
outcomes. Training program by the organizations serves the 
objective of individual and institutional learning (Usher & 
Pajares, 2009; Dicke, Parker, Marsh, Kunter, Schmeck & 
Leutner, 2014). Bakar, Ali, and Zaki (2016) suggested that if 
the source of self-efficacy, that is mastery experience, vicarious 
modeling, social persuasion, and psychological arousals are 
included in the training design self-efficacy of the employees 
will be boosted. Moreover, many researchers have found a 
strong relationship between self-efficacy and employee 
performance (Peterson & Arnn, 2005; Schwoerer, May, 
Hollensbe & Mencl, 2005). The use of training in escalating 
self-efficacy level of employees will be an effort to empirically 
relate these three important constructs that lead to the existence 
of one another. It seems that there is no study suggesting this 
relationship, though there are studies available, which describe 
the relationship between self-efficacy and employee 
performance. Studies are also available, which describe the 
training impact on self-efficacy separately, a joint and 
cumulative work of such type is not available. The empirical 
work on this aspect is lacking in our examination, which will 
be facilitated by this study. The following are the research 
objectives of this study: 
 To observe the role of cues of self-efficacy in the 

enhancement of self-efficacy if they are included in the 
training program.  

 To view the impact and performance of employees in 
financial institutions if they have high self-efficacy. 

 To signify the inclusion of self-efficacy sources of 
information in training design for performance enhancement. 
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And the following are the research questions: 
 Do training programs affect the self-efficacy beliefs of an 

individual if training content is based on the sources of self-
efficacy? 

 Does self-efficacy belief have an impact on employee 
performance? 

 Do training programs enhance employee performance if the 
content of the training is directed to improve their self-
efficacy beliefs? 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Self-Efficacy 

Bandura (1977) defined self-efficacy as an individual’s 
confidence in himself and his ability to execute tasks 
effectively. He further suggested that the employee’s perceived 
ability affect its performance during tasks. Kanter (2006) 
viewed self-efficacy as self-confidence. Bandura (1977) 
identified four sources of self-efficacy that serve as prominent 
cues: mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, social 
persuasion, and physiological responses. According to Bandura 
(2001), the most prominent among them is mastery through 
experiences, as employees when learning through their 
previous performance get more confident in their efficacy 
beliefs. The second source vicarious experience is by observing 
the peers, an individual may get influenced by it. Observing a 
peer succeeding in career increases an individual’s efficacy 
level. The third source of self-efficacy involves acknowledging 
individuals about their abilities and building confidence in their 
potential. Chen, Gully, and Eden (2003) suggested that 
employees get motivated by their leader’s persuasion. Lastly, 
on the existence of a fourth efficacy source, Bandura (2001) 
argued that physiological cues depict self-efficacy. The level of 
self-efficacy can be observed by physiological symptoms 
(Jones, Paretti, Hein, and Knott, 2010). 

Self-efficacy has been viewed as a strong predictor in training 
and development and performance under varied contexts 
(Kraut, Chandler & Kathlee, 2016). Bandura and Locke (2003) 
also validated that employee performance is significantly 
affected by self-efficacy beliefs. Sherer and Carol (1983) 
divided self-efficacy into two types; work specific and general 
self-efficacy. He further explained work specifically as an 
individual’s sense of ability related to a specific task, whereas 
general self-efficacy is one’s common confidence in capability 
to thrive. Bandura (1982) referred to self-efficacy as a construct 
of social learning theory. Naquin and Holton (2002) suggested 
that incorporating the issue of self-efficacy in training program 
leads to positive change in the trainee. Appelbaum and Hare 
(1996) suggested that goal-setting theory closely goes with the 
self-efficacy, as challenging goals motivate employees towards 
a high level of self-efficacy and in consequence higher 
performance expectancy. 
Training 

Sahinidis and Bouris (2008) defined training as a deliberate 
and planned practice of human resource management, which 
results in enhancing employee performance. Concept of 
training came from change by learning and change is necessary 
for human development (Katz & Stupel, 2015).  Training can 

help an organization to achieve competitive factors like 
flexibility, permanence adaptability in crux it helps an 
organization to cope with change (Al-Khayyat & Elgamal, 
1997). Ghebregiorgis and Karsten (2007) argued that training 
provides a practical approach towards the development of skills 
attitude, which helps in gaining confidence and overcoming the 
mistakes. This confidence makes employees feel more 
equipped. This confidence in their own skills boosts the self-
efficacy of employees. Their belief about their self gets stronger 
and their attitude becomes very positive towards the job, which 
enhances their performance (Gist & Mitchell, 1992). 

Many of the indirect effects of training identified to enhance 
employee performance as training enhances the confidence to 
perform the task and provides skill learning ability, which 
drives the performance (Vlachos, 2008). Training helps in the 
ultimate motivation to achieve the goals (Griffeth, Hom & 
Gaertner 2000; Joet, Usher & Bressoux, 2011). Moreover, 
Martocchio and Hertenstein (2003) have noted that training that 
results in high self-efficacy is more likely to lead to positive 
outcomes. Self-efficacy is the belief of an individual which is 
related to the training in two ways, treating it as an antecedent 
to training and an outcome as well (Yi & Davis, 2003). Training 
programs are significant and vital to boost an employee’s self-
efficacy, but this training must be designed in a way to deal with 
the mandatory competencies. Training programs can also be 
planned by the inclusion of Bandura’s (1994) experiences in 
order to increase the self-efficacy and competency of a trainee. 
Employee’s Performance 

Human resource management literature is mainly used in 
measuring and reporting of practices and performance of 
human resource (Rehman, 2009; Bhatti & Qureshi, 2007). 
From previous studies and available knowledge, it is quite 
evident that there exists a strong relationship between 
organizational performance and human resource practices (Paul 
& Anantharaman, 2003). The traditional concept of personnel 
psychologists about performance is that it is a part of the 
selection, placement, and training (Blumberg & Pringle, 1982; 
Louis & Mistele, 2011). Past research works have also 
suggested that there exists a significant relationship between 
beliefs of self-efficacy that in turn escalates employees’ 
performance as Bandura and Locke (2003) also validated that 
employee performance is significantly affected by self-efficacy 
beliefs. 
Theoretical Framework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 This model is proposed by the current study and it examines 
the mediating role of self-efficacy among the relationship of 
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training and employee performance. Previously performed 
studies have analyzed the relationship of self-efficacy with 
training and training with employee performance but the 
current study proposes the new model, which covers both 
relations as a whole and testing these relations in a series: 1) 
mastery experiences 2) vicarious experiences 3) social 
persuasion and 4) Physiological responses to experiences, as 
prominent part of training content. According to Martocchio 
and Hertenstein (2003) results suggested that learning 
orientation and efficacy showed a strong relationship in the 
perspective of learning, but not with respect to performance. 
This gap is filled by this study, testing it in a performance 
context. Katz and Stupel (2015) suggested that the content of 
the training can affect self-efficacy level of individuals. 

Brouwers and Tomic (2000) suggested that perceived self-
efficacy significantly causes employee burnout and fatigue. 
This paper tends to minimize these outcomes by increasing self-
efficacy, which leads to performance enhancement. Brouwers 
and Tomic (2000) also studied that decreased self-efficacy 
comes as an outcome of decreasing performance levels. 
Furthermore, Bandura (2001), explained that mastery 
experiences and physiological responses are prominently the 
two sources of self-efficacy that lead to less fatigue and better 
performance. Joet, Usher, and Bressoux (2011) suggested that 
the four cues of self-efficacy although have been authenticated 
by many researchers, but this research must be done in 
organizational work settings to validate their impact. 
Lunenburg (2011) suggested that when choosing employees for 
training and development, self-efficacy levels must also be 
considered. Training and development are used to improve 
employees’ performance (Campbell & Kuncel, 2001). Sources 
of self-efficacy should be included in the training to improve 
performance (Loo1 &Choy, 2013).  

Putting the consideration on all previous literature, the above-
mentioned model is worth testing empirically, describing the 
impact of training on self-efficacy levels, which leads to 
enhanced employee performance. On the basis of the above 
theoretical modeling and in-depth review of literature following 
hypothesis are formulated for this study: 
H1(a): Training programs including 1) mastery experiences 2) 

vicarious experiences 3) social persuasion and 4) 
Physiological responses to experiences positively affect 
self-efficacy. 

H1(b): Self-efficacy positively affects the performance of 
employees. 

H1(c): Self-efficacy mediates the relationship between training 
and performance. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This research lies in the positivism paradigm as it considers 

the assumption of the singular nature of reality. Further, this 
study is congruent with a quantitative approach as statistical 
data and tests are used in this study to draw the conclusion. The 
survey method as a research strategy is used to investigate the 
research instrument in the present study and the nature of data 
is cross-section, as the time horizon is selected because primary 

data is gathered at one point of time by personally administered 
research questionnaire. 

The population of this study comprises of permanent 
employees of the banking sector of Pakistan. The sample of 384 
has been taken for the study. This industry becomes the source 
of attraction because competition in the financial sector of 
Pakistan is increasing at an exponential rate. As the growth rate 
of 5.98 % is recorded for the year 2017 in the service sector of 
Pakistan which contributed GDP by 7.61% according to the 
economic survey of Pakistan 2017.  

Moreover, referred from State bank of Pakistan Research 
bulletin (2017) banking sector in Pakistan operates in 
competitive market structure. Growing global and the arrival of 
new financial instruments are making the operation of banking 
sector more complex day by day. So, this intense competition 
compels the banking sector for innovation and higher 
performance of employees.  

The sample size is of 384 respondents who belong to 
financial institutions of Pakistan. Sampling is done by using 
purposive sampling technique. Purposive sampling was applied 
because the respondents in this study were not common 
employees or people from the street; rather they were 
employees posted at different supervisory positions in different 
departments.  
Results and Analysis 
Hypothesis 1(a) 
 H1(a): If training program includes (1) mastery experiences (2) 

vicarious experiences (3) social persuasion and (4) 
Physiological responses to experiences then training 
positively effects self-efficacy. 
To test this hypothesis, the statistical techniques of linear 

regression is used. Regression analysis shows the degree to 
which one variable is dependent on the other, representing the 
impact of the independent variable on the dependent variable.  
Table 2: Regression analysis (independent: training, 
dependent: self-efficacy) 

 β R2 Sig 
Training-SE .537 .341 0.000 
Regression analysis of training as independent variable and 

self-efficacy which is a main construct of the present study is 
checked as the dependent variable. It is found in an analysis that 
training contributes significantly towards self-efficacy 
enhancement (β=0.537, R2=.341 and p=0.00) 

Therefore, H1(a) is accepted fully as training is found 
significant predictor of self-efficacy 
Hypothesis 1(b) 
 Self-efficacy positively affects the performance of 

employees. 
This hypothesis deals with the impact of self-efficacy on the 

performance of the employees. Self-efficacy which is playing a 
mediating role in this study here regressed on employee 
performance in order to check the contribution of self-efficacy 
forwards the performance increase of employees. Table-2 
shows the result that self-efficacy significantly predicting 
employee performance. (β=.495, R2=.355, P<0.000). 
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Table 3: Regression analysis (independent variable: self-
efficacy, dependent variable: employee performance) 

 Β R2 Sig 
Self-efficacy -Performance .495 .355 0.000 

Therefore, H1(b) hypothesis is accepted as self-efficacy has 
a significant impact on employee performance. The R square 
for some regression is lower that explains that even the 
relationship is significant, the noise in the system made it that 
way. As explained by Colton and Bower (2002) low R2 values 
can still indicate effects that are statistically significant because 
there may be the presence of noise in the system.  
Hypothesis 1(c) 
 Self-efficacy mediates the relationship between training and 

performance  
Hypothesis 1(c) is about the role of self-efficacy between 

training and employee performance. This study has used the 
Baron and Kenny (1986) test for mediation. Baron and Kenny 
(1986) prepare three conditions for running the test of 
mediation. These conditions are 

Independent variable is significantly related to the dependent 
variable 

Independent variable is significantly related to mediating 
variable 

The mediating variable is significantly related to the 
dependent variable 
Table 4: Regression analysis for mediation  

 β R2 Sig 
Training- Performance .567 .361 0.000 
Training- Self efficacy .537 .341 0.000 
Self-efficacy- Performance .495 .355 0.000 

Table 4 represents the regression analysis of (1) training and 
employee performance (2) training and self-efficacy (3) self-
efficacy and employee performance. Results show that all three 
conditions for mediation tests are fulfilled as regression 
analysis of training on performance is significant (β=.567, 
R2=.361, P<0.000) further relationship of independent variable 
training with mediating variable self-efficacy is also significant 
(β=.537, R2=.341, P<0.000) results also prove the third 
condition as relationship of mediating variable self-efficacy and 
dependent variable employee performance is significant 
(β=.495, R2=.355, P<0.000). Finally, when the independent 
variable was entered in the equation while controlling the 
effects of the mediating variable, the effect of independent 
variable training on dependent variable employee performance 
was reduced partially. Table-4 shows that main effect size is 
reduced from (β=.567, P<0.000) to (β=.493, P<0.000) further 
the change in total explained variance is reduced from 
(R2=.361, P<0.000 to R2=.235, P<0.000). Thus these results 
show that after controlling the effects of mediating variable 
total effect is reduced. Hence it is proved that self-efficacy plays 
a partial mediating role between training and employee 
performance. 
Table 5: Hierarchal Regression for Mediation 

 Β R2 Sig 
Training-performance  .567 .361 0.000 
Training-self efficacy-performance .493 .235 0.004 

 

Discussions and Findings 
The first hypothesis was proposed to find out whether the 

training program impacts the self-efficacy beliefs of the 
individual in financial institutes provided the training is 
designed incorporating the sources of self-efficacy. The 
relationship was positively significant expressing that training 
designed on cues of efficacy leads to enhanced self-efficacy 
beliefs in employees. Also, the correlation coefficient between 
training content developed through sources of self-efficacy and 
efficacy beliefs of the individual is positively significant.  

Findings of this research confirm the think up of Baldwin and 
Ford (1988) and Hanover and Cellar (1998). Results further 
confirmed the findings of Schwoerer, May, Hollensbe, and 
Mencl (2005) suggesting that training context and content 
implies considerable impact on the self-efficacy beliefs if 
includes the cues of self-efficacy.  

The second hypothesis was proposed to find out whether self-
efficacy beliefs of an individual have an impact on his 
performance. This research question tends to evaluate and 
validate the notion of efficacy beliefs affecting their task 
performance which resulted in a significant relationship 
between the two. Results suggested that the self-efficacy beliefs 
positively influenced the employee performance which infers 
the conclusion that enhanced self-efficacy beliefs lead to better 
performance and reduced efficacy perceptions lead to poor 
employee performance.  

Results of this study regarding employee performance 
affected by self-efficacy of individuals match the results and 
validation of (Meral, Colak & Zereyak, 2012; Lavasani, 
Mirhosseini, Hejazi, & Davoodi, 2011; Judge, Jackson, Shaw, 
Scott, & Rich, 2007; Pan, sun & chow, 2011).  

The third research question was about the mediating role of 
self-efficacy of an individual between training and employee 
performance. The training program was developed through 
self-efficacy cues. Mediation regression analysis showed 
mediation between training and employee performance. Self-
efficacy of employees, when dealt as a mediator between 
training and employee performance, showed partial mediation. 
The results of this study suggested that conducting training 
programs can positively enhance the performance of employees 
with the mediating role of the increase in their self-efficacy 
beliefs. The self-efficacy beliefs are escalated through training 
programs directed specifically towards enhancing efficacy.  
Conclusion 

These findings of this study are not only providing 
information regarding the design and content of training 
intervention in order to improve the personal belief about one’s 
capabilities but also shed the light on the role of self-efficacy in 
performance enhancement of employees. Since the self-
efficacy plays the mediating role towards performance, 
therefore, the inclusion of determinants of self-efficacy in the 
training design increases the performance. 
Managerial Implications 

There are several practical implications of the findings which 
help in enhancing the self-efficacy through training ultimately 
results in higher performance of employees. 
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The study also discussed that performance-based culture 
should be focused on which manager must create effective 
training programs keeping determinants of self-efficacy in 
view. Also, the manager has focused on strategic organizational 
objectives while developing the training programs for 
employees and also incorporate four sources of self-efficacy 
which are mastery experiences, vicarious learning, social 
persuasion, and psychological arousal to make an effective 
training program for the employees. 

Furthermore, the study also suggests that the aim of the 
training is to attempt the positive behavioral change in 
employees. The influence of self-efficacy while developing the 
training design is the one way to help bridge the gap between 
employee performance and expected performance from the 
employer. Managers must reinforce training in the context of 
self-efficacy because individuals who are at the highest level of 
self-efficacy can perform challenging and desired tasks. For the 
reason, they will be called the higher performance achievers in 
an organization.  
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